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COMPLETENESS THEOREMS, INCOMPLETENESS
THEOREMS AND MODELS OF ARITHMETIC^)

BY

KENNETH MC ALOON

Abstract. Let & be a consistent extension of Peano arithmetic and let 6EJJ

denote the set of TL°„ consequences of &. Employing incompleteness theo-

rems to generate independent formulas and completeness theorems to

construct models, we build nonstandard models of SP„+2 m which the

standard integers are A°+1 -definable. We thus pinpoint induction axioms

which are not provable in éE¡¡+2; in particular, we show that (parameter free)

A?-induction is not provable in Primitive Recursive Arithmetic. Also, we

give a solution of a problem of Gaifman on the existence of roots of

diophantine equations in end extensions and answer questions about ex-

istentially complete models of 3^. Furthermore, it is shown that the proof of

the Gödel Completeness Theorem cannot be formalized in 6E§ and that the

MacDowell-Specker Theorem fails for all truncated theories (£¡¡.

The completeness theorems of the title are the usual completeness and

compactness theorems for the predicate calculus and strong variants of them

which are obtained by virtue of the fact that the Henkin proof of the usual

completeness theorem can be formalized in arithmetic. The incompleteness

theorems are the Gödel theorems and the variants due to Rosser and

Mostowski.

Using model theoretic methods, Ryll-Nardzewski and also Rabin proved

that (Peano) arithmetic was not finitely axiomatizable by showing that all

finite subsystems of arithmetic have nonstandard models in which some

induction axiom fails. On the other hand, using proof-theoretic methods,

Mostowski and also Montague showed that in arithmetic one can prove the

consistency of any finite subsystem of arithmetic, which again establishes

nonfinite axiomatizability. In this paper we combine these techniques playing

off the completeness theorems against the incompleteness theorems and

construct nonstandard models of subsystems of arithmetic in which the

standard integers and definable (§§3 and 6). The nonfinite axiomatizability

results that we obtain in this way are optimal (from the point of view of

quantifier complexity). We introduce the notion of representability of a

theory in a model, cf. §2, which enables us   to apply the incompleteness
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theorems to non(recursively) axiomatizable theories. Our methods thus work

equally well for axiomatizable and nonaxiomatizable extensions of Peano

arithmetic. We also obtain other results of "foundational interest": in §4 we

comment on Feferman's work on consistency statements, in §6, we show that

(parameter free) A,-induction is not provable in Primitive Recursive

Arithmetic (Theorem 6.8), and in §7, we show that the proofs of the Gödel

and Henkin completeness theorems cannot be formalized in weak subsystems

of arithmetic such as that axiomatized by the true 2° sentences, Theorem 7.5.

Along the way we also prove some theorems of "model-theoretic interest."

For example, in §3 we give a solution of a problem of Gaifman on roots of

diophantine equations in end extensions, Corollary 2.7; in §4, we show that

recursively enumerable extensions of Peano arithmetic have models with

arbitrarily small existentially and universally definable nonstandard points,

Theorem 4.8. In §5, we apply our techniques to answer some questions about

existentially complete structures; moreover, in §7, we show that the MacDo-

well-Specker Theorem does not hold for various (strong) subsystems of

arithmetic, Theorem 7.2.

We would like to thank our colleagues M. Dickman, J. Y. Girard, J. L.

Krivine and G. Sabbagh of the Équipe de Logique of the University of Paris

VII for many interesting discussions on the subject matter of this paper. Also,

we would like to thank the Logic Group at The Rockefeller University for

their hospitality while this paper was being written.

1. Preliminaries. Let £ be a first order language with equality whose

nonlogical constants are symbols +, -, 0, 1. In this paper we shall deal with

(consistent) theories formulated in £ such as first order Peano arithmetic. We

let 'ö denote "true arithmetic," meaning the set of sentences satisfied in the

standard integers N. We let 9 stand for Peano arithmetic and & will always

denote a consistent extension of "¿P; we denote by 6E°, the set of LT^

consequences of &. We shall suppose that syntactic notions such as formula,

variable etc. have been defined in arithmetic terms, as in [Fef]; we thus are

identifying formulas etc. with their Gödel numbers.

Let 9H be a structure for £ and let F(vx,..., vs) be a formula of £. For

kx.k, E |91t|,  we  write   91L 1= F[kx,. . ., ks]  iff  the  assignment

(kx, ...,*,> satisfies F(vx, ...,vs) in 91t_. By £(9lt) we shall mean the

language obtained by adjoining constants k to £ for all elements k E |91t|.

So   we   have   the   trivial   equivalence   9111= F(kx, . . . , ks) <=> 9111=

F[kx,. .., ks]. If 9H is a substructure of 91, we say that 9H is a V-elemen-

tary subsystem of 91 iff

91tt= F[ *„..., *,]«»91N F[kx,...,ks]

for all V-formulas 5 and for all kx,... ,ks E |91t|; in   this case we write

911 <„9l.
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Following Gaifman [G], we note that by Matiasevich's work, every 11°-for-

mula is equivalence in 9 to a V-formula; therefore, when 9H and 91 are

models of <3)°+2 and 9!t is a V-elementary substructure of 91, 911 is in fact a

LT°-elementary substructure of 91. Thus we have

Theorem 1.1. Let 911 and 91 be models of <iP°+2 such that 91L is a

y-elementary substructure of 91. For cz// Yl^-formulas F(vx, ...,»,) czzzc/ cz//

/c„ . . . , fc, E \<9l\, we have

91L t=- F[ /<„..., *,]» 911= f[*„...,^].

Let Prf(zz; vx,.. ., vs; w) he a Tl° formula which expresses in <? that "u is a

proof in the predicate calculus of w from the hypotheses vx,..., v"; cf. [Fef]

or [Sch]. Let us set Prov(u,,... ,vs;w) to be the formula

3z<Prf(tz; «„..., vs; w);

the formula Prov(ü,,... ,vs;w) then expresses in 9 that "w is provable in

the predicate calculus from vx,..., v".

We denote by ñ the term 0 + 1 + • • • +1 (zz-times) of £ which denotes

the natural number n. This bar function "~" is a map from N to terms of £.

The function defined in 9 which represents the bar function will be denoted

y = x; that is, """ denotes the formalized version of "~".

In [Mon], also cf. [K, L] and [Sm], it is shown how to construct, for n > 0, a

formula Tr„(t>) which is a "truth definition" in '3' for the class of V-

sentences, such that for n = 0, the truth definition is a A°-predicate and for

« > 0, it is 11°. We then have _

Scheme 1.2. f *- F^Tr„(F), Fa V-sentence.

Moreover the verification of this scheme is elementary and utilizes only a.

finite number of facts about Trn(t;) which can be established in 'S"; in other

words, for fixed zz, there is a finite subsystem F„ ..., Ps of ^ such that the

following scheme holds:

Scheme 1.3. P, A • * ' A P,„ «- F<-»Tr„(F), Fa V-sentence.

Remark 1.4. We note for later reference that the proof of Scheme 1.3 can

itself be formalized in ??.

In the course of the proof of Scheme 1.2 which proceeds by induction on F

a somewhat more elaborate result is established, to wit

Scheme 1.5. <3> •- Vu, • • • VüJF(ü„ ..., e,)<-»Tr„(F(ô„ . .., vs))], F a
V-formula.

Let Cons(</>) be the formula ~> Prov(</>; A), where A is the refutable sentence

0 # 0. The formula Cons^), which has free variable <f>, asserts in 9 that " ~> cj>

is not a theorem of the predicate calculus". The following result is also

established in [Mon], cf. also [Mos].

Theorem 1.6. Let & be a consistent extension of 9, let Ax,.. . ,AS be
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axioms   of   &    and   let   n > 0.   Then   & h V<p(Tr„(<í>) -* n Prov(d>,

AXA--- AAS;A)).

Let 911 be a model of ÍP. We can identify N with an initial segment of 911;

therefore, if F(vx,..., vs) is a formula of £, since we have supposed

syntactic notions to be defined in arithmetic terms, F(vx,... ,vs) is an

element of |91L|. If kx,..., ks E |91L|, we shall denote by F(kx,..., k,)^ the

result in 911 of substituting the terms £*,..., ic^ for t>,,..., vs in 5; in the

notation of [Sch], F(kx,..., k^ is that element k of |9H| such that

91L N («, = Sub(w2, vx,..., vs, num(t/3),..., num(wJ+3)))[A:, F,kx,..., ks]

Let d>0 G |91L| be a (possibly nonstandard) sentence of £ in 911. We define a

set C*° of (standard) sentences of £(91L) as follows:

F(kx,..., ks) G C*°«^> there exists ̂ 0 G |9H| such that

9Hf= Tr„|>0]   and   9Ht= ProvU0, <f>0; 5(T„ ..., £) J.

By formalizing the Henkin proof of the Completeness Theorem in 9, cf. [H,

B], [Fef], [Sm] or [B], we have

Theorem 1.7 (The Arithmetized Completeness Theorem). Let 9H be a

model of 'S1, let n> 0 and let <p0 G |91L|. If 9Ht= V<KTrn(<p)-->iProv(<i>,
<b0; A)), then there is a V"-elementary extension 91 of 91L which satisfies C*°.

Remarks 1.8. The Arithmetized Completeness Theorem was first for-

mulated by Hubert and Bernays and later applied by Feferman and by Scott,

cf. [H, B], [Fef], [Seo]. More recently it has been applied by Smorynski and by

Manewitz, [Sm], [Sm, bis], [Man]. An analogous completeness theorem for

set theory and infinitary languages is given by Barwise in [B]. Techniques for

working from inside nonstandard models of set theory have been developed

by Barwise and Suzuki and Wilmers, cf. [B], [S, W], [WI]. Our paper [K, M,

bis] deals with questions raised by these authors and uses techniques related

to those of the present paper. Other techniques for working from inside

models of arithmetic are developed by Wilkie in [W].

2. On satisfying formulas in end extensions. Let 9H be a model of £ which

is an end extension of the standard integers N. Let A" be a subset of N. We

say that X is represented in 9H iff there is a formula R(x,yx,... ,ys, b) of

£(91L) such that for all m E N, we have

m E X <=> for some «,,..., ns E N, 91L N= 5 (in, h~x,..., h~s, b ).

If AT is a recursively enumerable set, there is a no-formula R(u,v) which

represents X in every model of *5P ; moreover, by Matiasevich's Theorem, cf.

[Ma], there is a quantifier free formula S(u, vx,..., vs) which represents X in
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every model of 6*. Thus if £E is a recursively enumerable extension of *$, then

& is represented by a LTo-formula F(zz, u) in every model of (Z; more

generally, if (Z is 2° + ,-definable over N, say by 3vx • • • 3vsS(u, «,,..., vs)

where 5 is 11°, and if & is an extension of 5^ (the true IIo, sentences), then &

is represented in all models of & by S(u, vx,..., vs).

Let E(u, v) he a bounded quantifier formula which expresses "tz is an

element of the finite set coded by u" and which satisfies the following

comprehension scheme

<$ r-VxV«, • • ■Vu„3v[Vy(F(y,ul,...,un)Ay<x<r>E(y,v))].

Let 91L be an end extension of N and let y be a subset of 9H which is

definable (with parameters) in 9H. Then clearly v= 7nN is represented

in 9H. In this case we say that X is a real number or real of 91L. Let us remark

that a set can be represented in a model of ty without being a real of the

model, cf. [G, K, T]. We also note two further facts. If Z is any set of integers

and if 9H is a model of ?P, then there is an elementary extension 91 of 9H

with an element c £ |9l| such that « £ Z<=>9ll= E(ñ,c); this a direct

consequence of the compactness theorem. If 9H is a nonstandard model of

<? in which the set Z is represented by S(u, vx,..., vs, b) say, then in fact Z

is represented in 9lt by means of a n°,-formula R(u, v, c) with c £ |9tt|; to

see this, let k he an infinite integer of 9H and let c code the following

"finite" set in 91L:

<zz, u„ ..., o,>: zz < ic A», < k~A • • • A t>, < k~AS(u, vx,..., vs, 6)J.

Let 9H be a model of $ in which the theory 6E is represented by a

n°-formula R(u, vx,..., vs, b). We can define in 9H a function y = &x by

setting

&x = A\ [«i»: $ < x A 3vx • • • 3vs(vx < x A • • • A o, < x

AR(<t>,vx,...,vs,b)^y

The values of this function on the standard integers ét^"1, dEf1,... are standard

formulas and constitute an axiomatization of &. We also denote this

sequence by &$, 6E,,..., &m,.... The function y = íE^ is easily seen to be

A°+, in the parameter b. We also note for future reference that y = âx is

absolute in all Il°-elementary extensions of 91L which satisfy <3,0I+2-

Let F(v) he a formula of £ and let a E |91L|. Recall that the formula F(a~)

has a "copy" F(a)<ot in 9lt. Consider the formula

V<b(Tr„(<t>) ^ -. Prov(<,, &x, F(äj^; Â)). (*)

The formula (*) has free variable x and parameters b and F(d),^ moreover,
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this formula expresses that "&x + F(a~) is consistent with the V-theory of the

model". We abbreviate (*) by

Cons(rn + &x+ F(5) ). (**)

Let us also remark that, if 911 t= &, then by Theorem 1.6 we have 9Hi=

Cons(T„ + &-), for all m£N. Let us formulate this explicitly:

Theorem 2.1. Let & be an extension of <$, let 9H be a model of & in which

6Ü is represented and let n > 0. Then for all standard integers m, we have 91Lt=

Cons(7; + &-).

As a corollary to Theorem 2.1 and the Arithmetized Completeness Theo-

rem we have

Theorem 2.2 (Finiteness Lemma). Suppose 911 is a model of $ in which &

is represented. Let n > 0, let F(v) be a formula and let a E |9H|. Suppose that

for all standard integers m, we have 9111= Cons(7„ + (?.- + F (a)). Then there

is a \T\-elementary end extension of 91L which satisfies & + F(a).

Proof. If 91L is the standard model, this is just the usual Finiteness Lemma

or Compactness Theorem. If 9H is nonstandard, then N is not definable in

91L; hence there exists a nonstandard integer k E |91t| such that 91Lt=

Cons(7; + fif + 5(a)). Taking d>0 to be (% A 5(a))911 we apply the

Arithmetized Completeness Theorem and obtain a V-elementary end exten-

sion 91 of 911 which satisfies & + F (a). Since 6E is an extension of "5P, the

model 91 is thus a n°-elementary extension of 911.

In [G], the following question is raised: let 9H be a model of & and let

5(x1;..., xs) — Q(xx,..., xf) be a diophantine equation with coefficients

from |91L|. Suppose that P(xx, .. ., xs) = Q(xx, . . ., xs) is solvable in a

model of & which is an extension of 91L ; is the equation solvable in a model

of & which is an end extension of 9H? The following theorem and its

corollaries give a positive solution to this question when the theory (3, is

represented in 91L.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose 9H is a model of $ in which & is represented. Let

n > 0, let ax, . . . , a, E |91L| and let E = E(5X, . . . , a,) be a closed formula

which is satisfiable in a model of â which is a V-elementary extension of 91L.

Then E is satisfiable in a model of & which is a U°n-elementary end extension of

911.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that 5 is a V*-sentence

with k > n. Recall that & is represented in 91L by means of a Ilo-formula.

By the Finiteness Lemma, it is sufficient to show that, for all standard m, 911

^ Cons(r„ + &ff¡ + E). Arguing by contradiction, suppose there exist d,

<p0 G 19111 and standard m such that
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91Lt= Tr„[<i>0]   and   911 N ?rf[d; 3m, (-.£),J.

Next let 91 be a V-elementary extension of 911 such that 911= 3 + E. By

Theorem 1.1, 91 is a n0,-elementary extension and we have 91 N Tr„[<p0];

since Prf(zz; vx,.. ., vs, w) is n° it follows from Theorem 1.1 that 9l^=

?rf[d; <b0, &m; (iE)^. By Scheme 1.5, we have 911= TrJFgJ. By the
predicate calculus this would mean that 911= nCons(Ft + 3¿¡) which is

absurd by virtue of Theorem 2.1.

In general can the hypothesis that 3 is represented in 9H be eliminated in

the above theorem? This question is interesting in connection with Theorem 4

of[G].

Corollary 2.4. Suppose 91L is a model of ^P in which 3 is represented.

Suppose also that there is a V-elementary extension of 9H which is a model of

3. Then there is a Tí^-elementary end extension of 9H which is a model of 3.

Since recursively enumerable sets are represented in all models of (3>, we

have at once

Corollary 2.5. Let 3 be recursively enumerable. If 91L is a model of "¿P

which can be embedded in a model of 3, then 9H has an end extension which is

a model of 3.

Remark 2.6. In Corollary 2.4 it is necessary to assume that 3 or the set of

theorems of 3 is represented in 91L and in Corollary 2.5 that 3 or the set of

theorems of 3 is recursively enumerable.

The next corollary is the solution to the problem of Gaifman mentioned

above.

Corollary 2.7. Suppose 91L is a model of 9 in which 3 is represented. Let

ax, . . . , a,   £  |91L|    and   let    P(xx, . . . , xs,     ax, . . . , a,) =

Q(xx, . . . , xs, ax, . . ., at) be a diophantine equation which has a solution in a

model of 3 which is an extension of 91L. Then the equation has a solution in a

model of 3 which is an end extension of 9H.

In §4, we use Theorem 2.3 to construct existentially complete models of 3%

which are direct limits of end extension chains of models of 3.

Remarks 2.8. In [Ra], Rabin has shown that if 91L is a model of 3, then

there is a diophantine equation with coefficients from 9H which is not

solvable in 911 but which is solvable in an extension of 911 satisfying 3. By

Corollary 2.6 this extension can be taken to be an end extension if fcf is

represented in 9H. Examples of such diophantine equations are given in §3,

cf. Remark 3.10. Furthermore, Wilkie has shown in [W] that for countable

9H, there always exist such equations that are solvable in an end extension of

911 which is isomorphic to 911.
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3. V+'-definability of N in nonstandard models. Let   50, 5,,...   be a

recursive enumeration of the Peano axioms. Set Cm = A\¡<mP¡' As is well

known, cf. [K, T], for sufficiently large m, the following form of Rosser's

Theorem holds: Let Rm satisfy

Cmy- 5m~VM[Prf(«; Cm; Rm)-*3v(v < u A Prf(>; Cm; i 5m)].

Then if Cm is consistent, Rm is independent of Cm; furthermore, we have Cm

>-Cons(Cm) -» Rm and so Cm H- Cons(Cm). The following lemma is a more or

less straightforward adaptation of these remarks.

Lemma 3.1. Fix n > 0. Then for sufficiently large m, we have

9~- V*(cons(Ta+Cm + *)->

Vp(Tr„(p) -> i Prov(Cffl, p, *; Co7is"(rfl + ¿ + Cm)))).

Proof. Let 5 (i//) be such that

Cmr-R (t) « VMVp(Tr„(p) A Prf(u; P, *, Cm; * (*))

-> 3o(o < u A Prf(o; p, *, Cffl; Tr (¿)))).

For «7 sufficiently large, using Scheme 1.3 and Remark 1.4, we obtain

Cmy Vt(Cons(T„ + t+ CM)-R(tJ0); (*)

and carrying out the proof of Rosser's Theorem in 9 we have,

<3> i- V^(Cons(5„ + $ + Cm) -* Cons(r„ + Cm + $ + T5(¿))).    (**)

From (*) and the fact that (*) is itself provable in Cm for sufficiently large m,

together with (**) we obtain the result.

Theorem 3.2. Let n be a nonnegative integer, let 9H be a nonstandard model

of & in which & is represented by means of a TiPn-formula R(xx,yx,... ,ys, b)

and let k0 be an infinite integer of 91L. There exists a U°n-elementary end

extension 91 of 9H such that 91 f= & and 91 *= n Cons(7; + &¿o).

Proof. We suppose 911 (= Cons(5„ + (%o). Set uV0 = ((J*/*1. Since 9H 1=

Prov(éE¿- ; Cm), we can apply the lemma specializing \p to i//0; hence

91Lf= Vp(Trrt(p) -* iProv(cm, 4 p; Co~nl(Tn + %+ Cm))).

Taking <f>0 to be (i|/„ A n Cons(T„ + \pQ + Cm))gi1 and applying the Arithme-

tized Completeness Theorem, there exists a n°-elementary end extension 91
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of 9H such that 911= 3 + -iCons(rfl + uV„). However,_since 91 is a n°-ele-

mentary extension of 91L, the formula R(x,y,,... ,ys, b)represents 3 in 91

and the function y = 3X defined in terms of this representation is absolute.

Thus, 91 ^ «¿o = 3r-o and so 911- 3 +-i Cons(F„ + 3^).

Theorem 3.3. Let 91tn be a nonstandard model of 3 in which 3 is

represented by means of a Tl°n-formula R(x,yx,... ,ys,b) and let S be an

initial segment of 9H itzczz that

(i) k £ S => 9t 1= Cons(F„ + 3¡¡),
(iï) k E S => there exists l E S such that

9111= 34>(Trn(t) A Prov(*v, 3j;   Cor^(F„ + é\-))).

Suppose further that there is a denumerable decreasing sequence k0> kx

> • - • > ks > • • • , ks E |91t|, such that

(iii) k £ S <s=> k < ks, for all s EN.

Then there exists a TL°-elementary end extension chain 911,, t E N, of models of

3 with direct limit 91tu such that 91Lul= 3°„+2 and S is V+1 definable in <t)ta

(from parameter b).

Proof. By (iii), we have N C S; by Lemma 3.1 and (i) and (ii), S has no

greatest element and so S is not definable in 91L. Let T = {k E |9Hn|: 91Lj f=

Cons(F„ + 3¿)). Since S CT and F is definable in 9Ho, there must exist

k E T - S. As T is also an initial segment of 911, for some s0, we have

kSoE T - S. By (ii) and (iii), kE S implies

%>*= 3*(TrnM A Prov(o\ 3^; C5n7(F„ + ¿\-))).

Thus for some sx > s0,

% r= 3^(Tr„(^) A Prov^, 3^; c5nT(Fn + %})).

Continuing thus, we can define a cofinal subsequence /, = k, such that, for

all t E N,

%f- 3^(Tr„(i/-) AProv(^, &r; Con7(F„ + %+1))).

By the method of proof of Theorem 3.2, there exists a II°-elementary end

extension 9H, of %¡ such that 91L, N 3 + -iCons(F„ + 3j) + Cons(F„ +

6E/-). Iterating this step, we can construct a II°-elementary end extension chain

91L„ / E N, such that

91L,N 3 + -|Cons(F„ + &¡) + Cons(Fn + ££,;+|).

Let 91LU be the direct limit of this chain. Then 9HU is a n°-elementary end

extension of each 91L, and each 911,1= 3; therefore 91LW N 6E°+2. Moreover,
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if k E |91tJ and k G S, then for some t, I, < k and so 9H,+1 N iCons^

+ &£); since -\ Cons(5„ + éE¿) is a 2°+1-sentence (with parameters b and &),

the limit model 9HU satisfies i Cons(Tn + &¡f). On the other hand, for

k E S, we have 91L, N= Cons(T„ + &¿) for all t and so 911,, N Cons(T„ +

&¡;). We therefore obtain for k E |91tJ,

A: G 5«* 9Hut= Vx(x < k^Cons(Tn + &x)).

The formula Vx(x <y->Cons(5„ + &x)) is n°+1 with parameter b and

free variable y; let us abbreviate this formula further by H(y, b). By

Matiasevitch's work, there is a Vn+'-formula F(y,z) such that ÍP h Vy

Vz(H(y, z)<-> 5(y, z)). Since this equivalence is II°+2 and provable in <?, it

holds jn 91LU. So the initial segment S is definable in 911,,, as [k: 91LU 1=

F(k,b)).
Let us call a model 91L initially countable if |9IL| is countable or if for some

nonstandard k E |91L|, the set {/: 9H1= / < k) is countable.

Corollary 3.4. Let 9lto be an initially countable model of & in which & is

represented by means of a UQn-formula R (u, vx, . . . , vs, b). Then there exists a

proper \T\-elementary end extension chain 91L,, /EN, of models of & such that

in the limit model 91LU = U/eN^/ me standard integers are definable by a

V+x-formula (with parameter b).

Proof. We can assume 91Lo is nonstandard. We then apply Theorem 3.3

with S = N: conditions (i) and (ii) are met by virtue of Theorem 2.1;

condition (iii) is met since 911o is initially countable.

Remark 3.5. The case where c3fIL0 is not initially countable is treated in §§5

and 6 of this paper.

In [Ry], Ryll-Nardzewski established that ^P is not finitely axiomatizable.

The next two corollaries yield independence results of this kind which are

optimal from the point of view of quantifier complexity; they thus strengthen

results that have been obtained either proof-theoretically or model theoreti-

cally by various authors; cf., for example, [K, L], [G, M, S] and [W] which are

recent contributions to the literature. Some further results of this kind are

given in §6 of this paper.

Corollary 3.6. Let & be a consistent extension of ÍP. Then there exists

\/"+3-sentence which is the prenex form of an instance of the induction scheme

and which is independent of S%+2.

Proof. Let 911o be a countable nonstandard model of & in which & is

represented by a Hg-formula R (x, b). Let 91lu and F(y, b) be as in the proof

of Corollary 3.3 above so that the standard integers are definable in 9ILU by

the V+'-formula F(y, b). Then 91Lui= (£°+2 but the following instance of

the induction scheme fails in 911,,:
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Vz((F(0, z) A Vy(F(y, z) -* F(y + l,z)))-*VyF(y, z)).

Since F(y,z) is Vn+1, the prenex form of this instance of the induction

scheme is V+3.

Corollary 3.7. Suppose that 91^ is a countable model of 3 in which 3 is

represented by a II°-formula R(x,yx, . . . ,ys) without parameters. Let ÍB be

the set of'2°+, formulas satisfied in 91tg. Then there exists a 3"+2sentence which

is the prenex form of an instance of the induction scheme and which is

independent of (3 U $)°J+2-

Proof. We follow the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.3: let 91LU be

the limit model and let F(y) he the parameter free Vn+'-formula which

defines N in 9HU. Then 9HU *= (3 U %)°+2 but the following instance of the

induction scheme fails in 91LU : (F(0) A Yy (F(y) -> F(y + 1))) -> VyF(y).

The following corollaries generalize a result of Hirschfeld, cf. [H, W,

Chapter 8]; also cf. §§5 and 6 of this paper.

Corollary 3.8. Let % be a set of Ti2-sentences which is consistent with 9.

There exist a diophantine equation P(x, z,yx,... ,ym) = Q(x, z,yx,... ,ym),

a nonstandard model %of% and an element b E |9l| such that, for k £ |9l|,

k E N<* 91 N 3yx • • • 3ym(P(k, b,yx,... ,ym) - Q(k, b,yx,... ,ymj).

For recursively enumerable % the parameter b disappears and we have

Corollary 3.9. Let $ be a recursively enumerable set of Ti2-sentences

which is consistent with £P. There exist a diophantine equation P(x,yx, . . . ,ym)

= Q(x,yx, . . . ,ym) and a nonstandard model 91 of ÍB such that, for all

kE\%\,

k E N^ 91 1= 3yx ■ • • 3ym[p{k,yx, . . . ,ym) = Q(k,yx,. . . ,ym)).

Remark 3.10. Suppose that 911 is a model of 3 and that 3 is represented

in 9lt. If 91L i= Cons(éE^) with k infinite, then by Matijasevich's work and

Theorem 3.2, ~iCons(6£¿r) yields an example of a diophantine equation which

is not solvable in 9H but which is solvable in an end extension. (Such

equations were first constructed by Rabin, cf. Remarks 2.8.) This example is

also noted by Manewitz in [Man] for the case 3 recursively enumerable and

9H r= 3 + VxCons(6y.

4. Recursively enumerable theories. In this section we concentrate on

recursively enumerable theories 3 and examine some nuances of the Second

Incompleteness Theorem. Associated with a n°,-representation

R (u, vx,..., vs) of 3 in N we have a consistency statement Vx Cons^);

this II°-sentence depends on R and we denote it by ConsÄ(6E). It is shown in
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[Fef] that the strength of this formula varies considerably with the choice of

R. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that for fixed 5, if 9H is a model of 6E, then

9H has an end extension satisfying £E + -iConsR(&); this is in fact Theorem

6.6 of [Fef]. One might ask whether 9H has an extension or end extension

which satisfies & +-iConsA(éE) for all 5. On the one hand, there is a

"positive" result, viz:

Theorem 4.1. Let â be a recursively enumerable extension of 9 and let 911

be a model of &. Then there exists an extension 9L of 9H such that 91 "= â

and 91 ►= -> ConsA(éB) for all \T%-parameter free representations

R(u,vx,.. .,vs)of &.

Proof. Let RQ, Rx,... be an enumeration of the n¡,-representations of 6E

in N. By the Compactness Theorem, there is an elementary extension 91L* of

91L with nonstandard elements b and lu, s, t EN, such that

91L*t=Prov(^, &$)

where y = &x is the function y = &x is determined by R. Next we apply

Lemma 3.1 to obtain an end extension 91 of 91L* such that 91 H= 6? +

-iCons(6Ef0). We then necessarily have 91 »= ~t Cons^éE) for all s G N.

In the language of [Fef], we have shown

Theorem 4.1a. Let & be a recursively enumerable extension of 9 and let 91L

be a model of &. There is an extension 91 of 91L such that 91 f= (£ and for all

RE-numerations a of &, 9ll= ~> Consa.

On the other hand, there is a "negative" result; however this will require

some definitions and an auxiliary theorem.

Definition 4.2. Let 9H be a nonstandard model of 9. We say that a

sequence (k¡), i G N, of nonstandard integers is downward cofinal iff for all

/ G 19111, / is nonstandard <=> for some i, 911 •= / > k¡.
Definition 4.3. Let 911 be a model of 9 and let k E |9H|. We say that k is

a LT^-minimal element if for some parameter free n°-formula 5(x), 9H \=

E(k) A Vx(x < k -> -i5(x)).

Theorem 4.4. Suppose that & is consistent with 5£ and that â is represented

in N by a H°n-formula R (u, vx,..., v¡). Then & has a nonstandard model 9H

with a downward cofinal sequence of LT^-minimal elements.

Proof. The model 91L is constructed using the Henkin method of proof of

the Completeness Theorem. Note that we can assume without loss of general-

ity that ¿ i- S£ and also that & *- 3x -iConsÄ(5B + <$,x). These assumptions

guarantee that all models of & are nonstandard n°-elementary extensions of

N. The theorem is then a straightforward application of the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.5. Let cx,..., cJ+, be new individual constants and let t < s.

Suppose that 3 + F(cx,... ,cs) is consistent and that 3 + F(cx,..., cs) t-

c, > m for all standard m. Then there is a parameter free Tl^-formula E(u)

such that 3 + F(cx,... ,cs) + E(cs+X) + cs+x < c, is consistent and 3*-

-i E (in) for all standard m.

Proof of the lemma. Let 3zG(x,y, z) he a parameter free 2°+, formula

which defines the function y = 3X in 9t. Let S be a closed formula which

satisfies

&r-S+*VxVy>fz>/w\G(x,y,z)AVrt(w;y, 3yx • ■ • 3ysF;S)

-*3>V ' • 3ys(F(yl,...,y1)

A(y, <™\Jy,<zVyt<xyyt<y)) .

We claim that 3 + F(cx,... ,cs) + -\S is consistent: for otherwise, there are

standard integers p, j, m such that N •= G[m, 3m,j] and p is a proof of 5

from the hypotheses 3m and 3y, • • • 3y,F. Let 91 be a model of 3 +

3yx • • • 3ysF. Since 3 *- ^°„, we have 911= G[m, 3m,j] and 911=

Prf[p; 3m, 3y, • • • 3ysF; S]; hence since 91 1= S, we obtain

91 N 3y, • • • 3yJiF(yx,... ,ys) A (y, < pVy, <mVy,< 3m \f y, </)].

However, this contradicts the hypothesis that 3 + F(cx,..., cs) i— m < c,

for all standard m; so the claim is established. We can now take E(u) to be a

n°-formula equivalent in <? to

3x < u3y < u3z < u 3w

< u[G(x,y,z) APrf(w;y, 3yx---3ysF; S)].

The "negative" result now follows easily from Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 4.6. Let 3 be recursively enumerable and let 91L be a nonstandard

model of 3 with a downward cofinal sequence of Tig-minimal nonstandard

integers. Then for every end extension 91 of 9H such that 911= 3 we have 91

N ConsÄ(6E)/or some \T\-parameter free representation of 3.

Proof. Let S(u, vx,..., vs) be a Ilo-parameter free representation of 3.

Since 911= 3, for some Llo-minimal nonstandard integer / E |91t| we have

911= Cons(3f). Let E(x) be LTg and such that 9t 1= £(/") A Vx(;e < /"-»
i E (x)) and set

R(u, vx,..., vs) s S(zz, vx,..., vs) A Vx < u Vzz, < vx • • • Vus

<vs(-iE(x)A-iE(ul)A"- A ->£(«,))•
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Formulating the above in the terminology of [Fef], we have

Theorem 4.6a. Let & be recursively enumerable and let 911 be a nonstandard

model of & with a downward cofinal sequence of U®-minimal nonstandard

integers. Then for every end extension 9t of 9lt such that %t= 3-, we have 91

F=Consa/or some RE-numeration a of 3.

Definition 4.7. Let 911 be a model of 9 and let k E \^ii\LWe say that k is

existentially (resp. universally) definable in 911 iff 91L t= F(k) A 3!x5(x) for

some 3' (resp. V) parameter free formula 5(x).

Since no-formulas define (provably) recursive sets, cf. [G], we have as a

corollary to Theorem 4.4

Theorem 4.8. Let & be a recursively enumerable extension of 9. Then 3, has

a nonstandard model 91L with a downward cofinal sequence of infinite elements

which are both universally and existentially definable in 911.

5. Existentially complete structures. The model-theoretic notion of existen-

tially complete structure is a generalization of the classical notion of algebra-

ically closed structure, cf. [H, W] or [Sim]: let (2 be a first order theory and

let 6y denote the set of universal sentences provable in 6; a model 911 of Cy

is said to be existentially complete iff every existential formula with parame-

ters in 19111 which is satisfiable in an extension of 91L which is a model of Q is

already satisfied in 91L. It is easy to see that an existentially complete model

of Qy is in fact a model of 6y3. By standard model-theoretic techniques, one

can show that every model of Q can be embedded in an existentially

complete model of Q^3 (of the same cardinality modulo N0). The following

result answers a question of G. Sabbagh:

Theorem 5.1. Let 91L be a countable model of 9 in which 3 is represented.

Suppose that 9H can be embedded in a model of 3. Then 91L has an end

extension which is an existentially complete model of 3\.

Proof. We can suppose that 9H is not the standard model; we can also

suppose by Corollary 2.5 that 9H is a model of 3- and by the remarks on

page 257 that & is represented in 91L by means of a LT^-formula. By iterated

application of Corollary 2.7, we can construct an end extension chain 911,,

sEN, with 911 = 91^, of countable models of 3, with the following prop-

erty:

For every s, for every ax,..., a, E |91tJ and for every existential formula

E(5X,..., 5t), there is an s' > s such that if E(5X,..., a,) is satisfiable in

some extension of 911,, then E(a~x,..., a",) is satisfied in 911,.+,.

Since this chain is an end extension chain the direct limit is a model of 3%

and by construction 91tw is existentially complete.

The set of sentences satisfied in all existentially complete models of Cy is
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denoted S (S). For consistent extensions 3 of Peano arithmetic, Hirschfeld

has shown, cf. [H, W, Chapter 8], that 3\ Q S (3). In the course of the proof

it is established that existentially complete models of 3 are in fact "^-com-

plete":

Lemma 5.2. Let 9t be an existentially complete model of 3^ and let

F(vx,..., vs, dx,..., a,) be a Ti^-formula with cz,,..., cz, £ |9t|. Then, if

3d, • • • 3vsF(vx,..., vs, cz,,..., cz,) is satisfiable in an extension of 9t

which is a model of 3, it is satisfiable in 9t.

Hirschfeld has also shown

Theorem 5.3. Let 3 be a complete extension of ty. Then N is V-definable

(with parameters) in all existentially complete models of 3%.

Lemma 5.2 and the results of §3 yield a complementary result, which, in

particular, covers the case of recursively enumerable theories.

Theorem 5.4. Let 9t be an existentially complete model of 3\ in which 3 is

represented by means of a Ti%-formula R(u,vx,... ,vs,b). Then the standard

integers are definable in 9t by means of ^-formula (with parameter b).

Proof. Consider the 2°-formula (with parameter b)

I(x) = 3y(y < x AnCons(^)).

By Theorems 1.6 and 3.2, we have for all k E |9t|, 9t N/(/ij<=>/c is

nonstandard. Since 9t t= â^, the formula I(x) is equivalent in 9t to an

existential formula (with parameter b).

Since the standard integers can be ü°-definable in nonstandard models of

6B-?, 2°-induction (in its least element form) is thus not a consequence of 3\

nor of &(3); and for recursively enumerable 3, even induction for parameter

free 2°-formulas fails in all existentially complete models of 3. Something

can also be said about II0-induction. If 9t is a model of <$2 and if cz_E |9t|,

let us denote by S^ the set {b E |9t|: for all standard zz, 9t l= b + ñ <

ä). Suppose that 9t is an existentially complete model of 3\ in which 3 is

represented by means of üg-formula. For infinite a E |9t|, consider the

formula

Ja(x) = x <c?A3y(y < d-x A^Cons(3y)).

Clearly Ja(x) defines Sj"1 in 9t and hence S^1 is S°-definable (with parame-

ter) in 9t. We can conclude that induction for 11° formulas (in its minimal

element form) is not a consequence of &(3). (This answers a question of

Hirschfeld.) For general 3 and a, the formula Ja(x) will contain parameters

from |9t|. However, for recursively enumerable 3 and for certain cz £ |9t|,

the parameters   can be dispensed with: let a0 he an infinite Ilo-minimal
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element of |91t|; such a0 exists since 91L t= 3x -iCons^). Then the formula

7a(x) is equivalent in 91L to an existential formula without parameters.

The following definition generalizes the notion of existentially complete

models, cf. [Sim].

Definition 5.5. Let n > 0 and let 9H be a model of ßy» which is a

V-elementary subsystem of a model of 6. Then 9H G En(Q) iff for all

models 91 of G, 9H <„ 91 => 91L <„+i 91.
Results analogous to those above go through for structures in E„(&)

mutatis mutandis. We now state a composite result which will be useful in §7.

Theorem 5.6. Let 9Ho be a countable nonstandard model of 3. in which 3, is

represented by means of a U°n-formula R (u, vx,..., vs, b) where n > 0. Then

there is a IT3,-elementary end extension chain starting at 9lto with limit model

9ltw such that (i) 91tu ~= 3?n+2, (ii) 91LU E En(3) (iii) the standard integers are

U°n+x-definable in 91tu as {x: Cons(5n + &x)}.

6. A°+1 definability of N in nonstandard models. Let us take another look at

Theorem 3.3 and consider the case where the sequence k0 > kx > • • • of

condition (iii) is itself an initial segment of a sequence in 91L; more precisely,

let us suppose that there is a sequence number / in 91L whose domain is an

infinite integer such that ks = (l)s for all s E N. Under this additional

assumption, in the limit model 9HU the standard integers will be definable as

{x: 91lul= -iCons(r„ + &U)x)); and so the standard integers will be 3n+I-

definable in 91tu. This remark will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.1 which

is the main result of this section. For this theorem we will also require a

construction of mutually independent formulas that goes back to work of

Mostowski; cf. [Mos, bis]; we now outline the elegant presentation of such a

construction given by H. Friedman in [Fr].

Let cup, 6E],. . . be an axiomatization of (3; set Cm = A\<m ®t an(^ ^et

m be sufficiently large. Following Friedman, we define a sequence of n°+1-

formulas p™, pxm, • • • with the property that

Cmi- u/"<-»Vx Vi// \fp[(Tr„(4>) A"p is a_disjunction of the

form ± p? V • • V ± jC i'7\Prf(x; C^; p V ¿)) ^ By
< x 3<p < x(Trn(4>) A Prf(v; Cm, ¿>; p V "¥,))].

In Lemma 3.3.1 of [Fr], it is shown that all combinations ±Pq A * ' ' A

± pj" are consistent with ^ + Cm, provided ^ + Cm is consistent.

Let us introduce truth definitions Tr£(u) for n°-sentences; for A: = 0,

Tr£(ü) is a A,-predicate and for k > 0, Tr£(t>) is n°. With m sufficiently

large, we then have the scheme

Cm h- 5<-> Tr*(5 ),       5 a n°-sentence.

Since the function (Cm ¡) -* pf is recursive, we can define
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Mn(x,y) = Tr*n+x($\

S„ (x, y) = Vz < yMn (x, i) A "■ M„ (x, y).

Friedman's lemma then yields: if 5°, + Cm is consistent, so is ^ + Cm +

S„(m, k) for all integers k± the proof also shows that 9°, + Cm +

3yS„(m,y)r- -i Cons(F„ + CJ.

In our notation, if 9t is a model of 3 in which 3 is represented, then for

all sufficiently large standard integers m0,

9t é= Vxf x > m0-> (cons(F„ + 3X)

-* Vy V^(Tr„(^) -> ->Prov(^, 3X, S„(x, y); X))))

and

9t^= \fx(x > m0->(Cons(T„ + 3x)-+\/yM„(x,y))).

Theorem 6.1. Let 9t be a countable model of 3 in which 3 is represented

by means of a TL^-formula R (u, «,,..., vs, b) and suppose a is an infinite

integer of 9t such that 9t N Cons(F„ + 3¿). Then there is a U°n-elementary

end extension 91 of 9t such that 91 = 6E°,+2 and the standard integers are both

3n+I and V+1 definable in 91 (in parameters b and a).

Proof. We define a function / in 9t such that for r < cz in the domain of

/, we have 9t 1= Prov^Tcj}; Cons(F„ + 3f)]. This can be done by setting

<l = f(r) = q<5Ar<S

A 3u(u < 5 A(")o = ? A Prf((«),; 3q; Co~nl{Tn + 3))

AVc(b < zz->-.Prf((ü)0; 3Ml; COñs(F„ + 3)))).

(In paraphrase ~"f(r) is that q < a such that 3q proves Cons(F„ + 3f) with

proof of shortest length".) This function/ is A°+,-definable in 9t in the

parameters b and a. By Theorem 1.6,/is defined on all standard r; hence, the

domain of / is an infinite integer < a. We also remark that the above

definition of / is absolute in all II°-elementary and extensions of 9t which

satisfy 3°n+2. Let mx be a standard integer sufficiently large so that

9t 1= Vx(x >mxAxE dorn/-»x </(*)).

(That such mx exists can be established using Lemma 3.1, for example.) We

next define in 9t a sequence k¡ of elements of the domain of / by setting

k0 = mx + l, k¡+x = f(k¡); let c be the length of this sequence; so c is an

infinite integer of 9t and c < a. We now set ls = kc_s. The domain of the
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sequence ls is an infinite integer of 9H; moreover, 91tot= 3\p(Trn(\p) A

?rov(ip, âb; Cons(7; + ä-,^))) for s G N. So with S = [k: %¡ í= k < ls, for
all s G N}, the sequence ls, s G N, and S satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem

3.3. Suppose, as in the proof of that theorem, that we have constructed end

extensions 91t0<n9HI<n ••• <„ 91L, such that 911,1= Cons(T„ + &lr)

and 9iy= ~> Cons(Tn + 3,r) for all t < s, and also suppose 911,1=

Mn(lf, m) for all t < s and all standard m. Let k E |91t,| be an infinite

integer; since 91L, >= Cons(5n + 3,¡_), we have, by Friedman's lemma, that

91L,i= _Cons(T„ + <3t¡ + S„(TS, k)). Therefore we can take 9lti+1 to satisfy

S„(ls, k) obtaining

91tJ+, \=& + Cons(T„ + <%_,) +1 Cons(#r) + i Mn(ïs, k)

and

91L,+, P= M„ ( /", m )   for all standard m.

We next claim that for t > s + 1, we will have 91L, i= M„(ls, m) for all

standard m and also 911,1= -t Mn(îs, îc); this follows from the fact that 91LJ+1

t= nCons^) and so for m E N, there exist x0, p0 and <#>0 G |91L|J+1 such that

9lLi+1 N= Trn(d>o) A"Po is a disjunction of the form

±u¿V- V±M^t"

APrf(x0; ¡p"0, @% ; Po V i pk)

A Vy < x0V^ < x0(Tr„(^) -» -iPrf(y; *, 1%; p0 V lé))

and this is absolute in U°-elementary end extensions of 91LJ+, which satisfy

<3°+2; likewise, -i Mn(ïs,  k) is 2°+1 and so persists in all such extensions of

9^+i.
Therefore we can construct the n°-elementary end extension chain  911,, s

E N, so that for all s,

(i) for every infinite k Gj91t,|, there is t > s such that  9!t/+,t=# +

^Cons(Tn + &r¡) +-i Mn(Í„ k);
(ii) for every standard m, 91L, t= M„(ls, m).

Then the limit model 91Ltt = U^n^ wil1 satisfy

k E N<=> 9HU1= i Cons(5„ + &k)

and

k E N«* 9H„ t= V*(-. Cons(5„ + 3,) -* Mn{lx, k)).

Since -i Cons(r„ + 3, ) is 2°+1 (in b and a) and since A7n(x,y) is U°n+X, the

standard integers are thus 2°+1 and 11°+1 definable (in b and a) in 91tu;
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because 9tw i= ^l+2, the standard integers are in fact 3n+1 and V+1

definable in 9tw (in b and a).

If the parameters b and a of the above theorem are themselves 11° minimal

in 9t, then they can be eliminated from the formulas defining N in 9tu; we

thus have

Theorem 6.2. Suppose 9t is a countable model of 3 in which 3 is

represented by a TL^-formula R(u, o,,..., vs, b) and suppose k is an infinite

integer of 9t such that 9t l= Cons(F„ + A¡¿). If b and k are Tl°n-minimal in

9t, then there is a Tl®-elementary end extension 91 of 9t such that 91 N 3°+2

and the standard integers are B"+l- and V+1^-definable without parameters in

91.

Our next result which is based on work of Feferman, cf. [Fef], complements

the above theorem.

Lemma 6.3. Let n and m be nonnegative integers and let 3 be represented in

N by a TL°n-formula R(u, vx,..., vs). Suppose that 3 is consistent with fi0,.

Then there is a model 91 of 3 + 5°, which satisfies Cons(Fm + 3^) for some

infinite k £ |9l| which is H°n-minimal in 91.

Proof. Let F be a closed formula satisfying

3 - F~ Vx Vy Vz V<#. Vtz[G(x,y, z) A Tr„(<i>) A Prf(«;y, <¡>; F)

-*Cons(Fm + iEmax(z,*,u^))]

where 3zG(x,y, z) is a 2°+, definition of the function y = 3X. We claim

that 3 + ^Pn + i F is consistent: if not, there exist a proof p, a conjunction A

of axioms of 3 and a V-sentence E which is satisfied in N such that p is a

proof of F from A, E; let_9t be a model of 3 + 5°,,_then by our hypothesis,

9t r= F and 9t N Tr„(F) and 9t \= ?rf(p; A, E; F); we can also suppose

that for some standard z, j we have 9t 1= G(i,A,j); hence, 9t*=

i Cons(Fm + 3max,ßEjjj)) which is absurd. So, with the claim established, let

91 be a model of 3 + 5°, + n F. Then in 91 take k to be the least integer
satisfying

3x,y, z,u,<b< k(G(x,y, z) ATrn(<p) A Prf(«;y, <¡>; F)).

Corollary 6.4. Suppose that 3 is represented in N by a T[°n-formula

R(u, t>„ ..., vs) and that 3 is consistent with 5°,. Then there is a nonstandard

model % of 3°n+2 + 5°, in which the standard integers are 3n+1- and V+1-

definable without parameters.

Lemma 6.5. Suppose 3 is represented in 9t by a Tl°-formula

R (u, vx, . . . , vs) where 9t is a model of 3 and suppose that 9t 1= ConsÄ(Fn
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+ 3,). Then there is a Til-elementary end extension 91 of 9IL which is a model

of 3, and which contains a LlPn-minimal infinite integer k such that 911=

ConsÄ(5„ + (3¡¿).

Proof. If 9H satisfies

3d« 3k 3ü(Tr„(<í>) A Prf(«; ¿>, 3C; -. ConsR(T„ + &))) (*)

we can take 91 = 911 and k to be the least integer satisfying

3x,y, z, ¿>,y < k(G(x,y, z) f\ Tr„(<p) A Prf(w; <t>,y, i ConsÄ(5„ + 3)))

where again 3zC7(x,y, z) is a lPn+x definition of y = 3X in 9H.

If 9H does not satisfy (*), then we can apply Theorem 3.2 to 9lt and the

theory 3 + ConsÄ(5„ + 3) to find an w-elementary end extension of 9H

which satisfies (*) and 3 + Cons^r,, + 3).

Corollary 6.6. Let 91L be a model of 3 in which 3 is represented by the

Tl°-formula R(u, vx,..., vs) and suppose that 91L "= ConsÄ(T„ + 3). Then

9H has a II0,-elementary end extension 91 such that 91 N= 3%+2 and the

standard integers are 3"+ '- and Vn+ x-definable in 91 without parameters.

Remark 6.7. It follows from the above corollary that if 3 is recursively

enumerable and if 91L is a countable model of 3 such that 9H1= ConsR(3),

for some Ilo-representation, R(x,yx,... ,ys) of 3 in N, then 91L has an end

extension 91 which is a model of 3\ and in which the standard integers are

existentially definable without parameters. On the other hand, for recursively

enumerable 3 it is not difficult to construct a countable nonstandard model

91L of 3 such that the standard integers are existentially definable without

parameters in no extension of 9H which satisfies 3\-one simply takes 91L to

be an extension of an existentially complete model of 3\.

A model of 92 which is the limit of an end extension chain of models of 9

is easily seen to be a model of Primitive Recursive Arithmetic. Since the

model of Corollary 6.6 is obtained as the limit of such a chain, we have

Theorem 6.8. There is a nonstandard model 911 of Primitive Recursive

Arithmetic in which the standard integers are 3'- and ^-definable without

parameters. Therefore, parameter free L\-induction is not provable in Primitive

Recursive Arithmetic.

We conclude this section with two corollaries to the proof of Theorem 6.1

and some remarks.

Theorem 6.9. Let 91L be an initially countable model of 3 in which 3 is

represented by a Tl°-formula R (u, «,,..., vs, b). Suppose that a is an infinite

integer of 9H such that 91L t= Cons(T„ + 3ä). Then 911 has a LT\-elementary
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end extension which is a model of 3%+2 and in which N is ùPn+x-definable (from

parameters b and a).

Theorem 6.10. Let 9t be a model of 3 in which 3 is represented by a

Ti°n-formula R (u, vx,..., vs, b). Suppose that a is an infinite integer of 9t such

that 9t N Cons(F„ + 3ä). Then 9t has a U°„-elementary end extension which

satisfies 3°n+2 and in which N is 3n+x-definable (from parameters b and a).

Remark 6.11. We do not know whether the hypothesis that 9t be initially

countable is necessary in Theorem 6.10. Note that in Theorem 6.11, 9t need

not be assumed initially countable. Also, cf. Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 5.4.

Remark 6.12. Since N cannot be 2,-definable in nonstandard existentially

complete models of 3\, the models constructed in the proof of Theorem 6.1

for the case n = 0 are not existentially complete, cf. §8 of [H, W]; for a

positive result showing that some A°-induction is provable in 3\, again see §8

of [H, W].

7. Limitations of the truncated theories 3°„. In §§3 and 6, we constructed

models of the truncated theories 3°+2 where instances of the induction

scheme failed. We now give some further illustrations of weaknesses of these

theories. Recall the following well-known positive results for ty :

Theorem A (MacDowell-Specker Theorem). Every countable model of $

has a proper elementary end extension.

Theorem B (Strong Reflection Scheme). For all formulas F(xx,..., xj,

<3> h- Vx, • • • Vx„(F(x„ . . ., x„) -* Cons(F(x„ . .., x„))).

Theorem C (Arithmetized Completeness Theorem at n). Fix n > 0. Let

9t be a model of 9 andAet F be a sentence of the language of arithmetic such

that 9t t= Cons(F„ + F). Then there is a V-elementary end extension 91 of

9t which satisfies F.

Remark 7.1. For Theorem A, we refer the reader to [M, Sp], [K, M] or [G,

bis]. Theorem B is Scheme 1.5 together with Theorem 1.6. Theorem C is

Theorem 1.7.

We shall now show that Theorems A, B, C all fail for the truncated theories

Theorem 7.2. Let n > 0. Let 9tn be a countable modelof 3 in which 3 is

represented by means of a JTl-formula R (u, vx,..., vs, b) and let 9tu be a

Ti°n-elementary end extension of 91to such that 9tn and 9tw satisfy the

conclusion of Theorem 5.6. Then

(a) 9tw has no proper V"'-elementary end extension which satisfies l3'°+2.

(b) There is a formula F(ux,...,«,) such that
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91tu i= 3m,, ..., 3u,(f(ux, ...,«,) A"> Cons(5 («„ ..., «,))).

(c) There is a theorem A of 3 such that 9HU 1= Cons(5n + A), but there is

no V-elementary end extension of 91LU which satisfies A.

Proof, (a) The nonstandard integers are 2° + 1 definable in 91LW as (x:

-iCons(7; +_3X)). Let H (x, y, b) be a iI°,-formula so that n Cons(Tn + 3X) =

3yH(x,y, b). Suppose 9L is a proper V-elementary end extension of 9HW

which satisfies 9°n+2; then 91 is a n°-elementary extension of 9H„. Also, for

standard m, we have 91 •= Cons(r„_+ #-) by Theorem 1.6. So let c E |9l|

- |91L|. Now consider K(c, x, b) = 3y < cH(x,y, b). The formula

K(c, x, b) defines a set in 91 with no least element; since K(z, x, w) is

equivalent in 9°n+2 to a n°-formula, this violates an instance of the induction

scheme which is provable in 9°n+2.

(b) Let 2. denote R. M. Robinson's finitely axiomatizable subtheory of 9

all of whose models are end extensions of the standard integers; and let

Q = A\ 2. Let a be an infinite integer of 91^. Set

1(5, b) =[(Cons(7; + #5) A Vx((x < 5 A Cons(7n + 3X))

^Cons(Tn + 3x+x)))

^Vx(x < ä->Cons(Tn + 3X))].

LemmaJ.3. Consider the parameters ä and b of the formulas Cons(5n + 3X)

and I (ä, b) as variables. We have

9 *- Va Mb 3a(Prf(a; ßACons(r„ + <%) ; F (a, b))).

Proof of lemma. Let 911 i= 9, let a, b E |91L| and set K = Q A Cons(5„

+ éEô) Ai7(à, b). Suppose that K is consistent in 91L. By the Arithmetic

Completeness Theorem, there is a model 91 of K which is arithmetically

definable in 91L. By the property of 2- mentioned above, this model 91 is

necessarily an end extension of 91L. So a, b E |9t|. Therefore X = {x: 91 N

x < ä A i Cons(T„ + 3X)) is a nonempty finite set in 91L of integers < a.

Also 0 £ X since 91 *= Cons(5„ + $5). By induction in 91L, X has a least

element k0 with 0 < k0 < a. So 911= Cons(5„ + #¡5—r) /\(k0- *)< s'> as

91N -1 7(a", b), we have 911= Cons(5n + éE¡t¡), which contradicts the choice

of k0. Since 9H was arbitrary, the lemma is proved.

Since the lemma shows that a certain n^ sentence is a theorem of 9, we

obtain

91tu t= Prov[<2 A Cons(5n + <%); 1(5, ft)].

But   91tu f= ß A Cons(5„ + 6%) A ">/(«, ¿j,   so   with   77(ä, ¿) = ß A
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Cons(F„ + 3ô) A i I(ä, b), we have

9tu 1= 3zz, v[H(u, v) A"" Cons(//(zz, 5))).

(c) In [M, S], Macintyre and Simmons generalize results of Hirschfeld and

construct a formula S(n)(x) of type 3n+I such that, setting I(x) = 3y(x < y

< 2x A -\S{n)(x)), one obtains

(ï)<$   r-Vx/(x).

(ii) For all 9t £ E„(3), for all nonstandard k £ |9l|, 9t t= -i /(/<).

(The set 5(0)(x) is Post's simple set, cf. §8 of [Ro], and §8 of [H, W], and the

5(n)(x), zz > 1, are variants of it.)

Note that, since 9tu £ En(3), for infinite k E |9t| and all V-elementary

end extensions 91 of 9t, we have 911= S(n)(k). The sentence

Cons(F„ + Vx/(x)) isa Tí°„+X theorem of 9 by (i) and Theorem 1.6. Hence

9tut= Cons(F„ + Vx/(x)); however, no V-elementary end extension of 9tu

satisfies Vx/ (x).

Consider the following Weak Reflection Scheme:

F -* Cons(F), all closed formulas F.

Thisjcheme is provable in 5^: for if 9t N ^ + F, then F is consistent, so

Cons(F) is a Il0-sentence which holds in N; therefore 5°; t- Cons(F). How-

ever, the Weak Reflection Scheme is not provable in 3°+2 for any n, if 3 is

recursively enumerable as the following theorem shows:

Theorem 7.4. Let 3 be a recursively enumerable extension of ty. Then the

Weak Reflection Scheme is not provable in 3%, for any n.

Proof. It suffices to eliminate the parameters a, b in the proof of part (b)

of Theorem 7.2. As 3 is recursively enumerable, the parameter b disappears

and for d we can take a n°)-minimal nonstandard element of 9tn-we can

assume such elements exist by virtue of Theorem 4.4.

Finally, looking more closely at the proof of Theorem 7.2(c), we note that

in the case zz = 0, the class Tn can be replaced by the finitely axiomatizable

theory S. We then obtain as a corollary to Theorem 7.2(c)

Theorem 7.5. There is a model 91 of 3\ and a theorem Aof^, such that 91

t=Cons(ö A A) but no end extension of 91 satisfies QAA.

Remarks 7.6. This last result shows that the Henkin argument to prove the

Completeness Theorem cannot be formalized in 5^ even for single standard

formulas. It also shows that the proof of the Gödel Completeness Theorem

cannot be formalized in ^. These arguments can however be carried out in
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